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myFC to Showcase World’s Smallest & Most 
Powerful Portable Fuel Cell Charger at MWC  

 
Stockholm, February 17, 2016                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
 
 
myFC, the Swedish innovation company pioneering in fuel cell technologies, will 

showcase JAQ™, the world’s smallest and most powerful portable fuel-cell charger for 

mobile devices, at MWC 2016 in the Swedish Pavilion, Hall 7, from February 22-25.  

 

myFC is leading the way in portable, eco-friendly fuel cell chargers for mobile devices. 

myFC’s JAQ—self-generating electricity with recyclable water and salt-based PowerCards—

will be on display and available for tech enthusiasts to see, touch, and charge for the first time 

in Europe.  

The fashionable and ultra-portable new JAQ charger provides green electricity in a stylish and 

slim form factor designed by New York-based design agency, Aruliden. The charger does not 

need a wall jack to plug-in and charge. Rather, JAQ creates its own electricity with a slim, 

recyclable single-use PowerCard comprised of water and salt. When inserted into the 

charger, the PowerCard triggers a safe chemical reaction that produces hydrogen, which then 

provides instant power to any USB compliant smartphone, tablet and other devices. JAQ 

offers power on-the-go, anytime, anywhere. 

JAQ will be available in three colors—white, black and purple, with more colors to come.  

It is USB compliant and compatible with Android, Apple iOS, Windows smartphone, tablets, 

and USB 5V devices. JAQ is available for pre-order at www.myfcpower.com.  

The number of connected mobile devices recently reached 7.2 billion, surpassing the world’s 

population. With constant connectivity as an essential tool in people’s lives, myFC is providing 

the reliability to stay fully charged to correspond with the “always on, always connected” 

lifestyle. 

“We are dedicated to advancing and adapting fuel cell technology to meet the worldwide 

demand for non-wall jack chargers,” said Björn Westerholm, CEO of myFC. “We are providing 

portable environmentally-friendly power in the smallest form factor to enable our customers to 

stay reliably charged, with instant charging and without relying on a wall jack. MWC 

showcases the best of green technology, not only in innovative products but in production 

assembly processes as well. We look forward to showcasing JAQ to the thousands of tech 

enthusiasts attending the show,” he added.  

In addition to exhibiting at MWC, myFC will be participating in the highly anticipated press 

event, ShowStoppers®, at University Barcelona (de les Corts Catalanes, 585) on Sunday, 

February 21 from 3:00 PM – 6:00PM. Occurring the afternoon before MWC, this event aims to 

help companies connect with journalists who are looking to discover innovations in consumer 

electronics and home appliances. 

http://www.myfcpower.com/
http://www.myfcpower.com/pages/jaq


 

 

 
 

For more information, please contact myFC: 

Björn Westerholm, CEO:  

Email: bjorn.westerholm@myfc.se 

Phone: +46 (0) 706 56 20 07 

 

 
About myFC 

myFC is a Swedish innovation company that develops energy solutions using fuel cell 

technology. The company has launched several portable fuel cell chargers for small 

electronics such as cell phones, cameras and tablets. Fuel cells use environmentally friendly 

technology that enables instant charging from a depleted battery state without needing a wall 

charge. myFC was founded in 2005, has its head office in Stockholm and was listed on the 

NASDAQ OMX First North in May 2014. The company’s Certified Advisor is Remium Nordic 

AB. To learn more, please visit www.myfcpower.com 
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